G45 Card Kit

2022 Vol. 2: Alice's Tea Party

Alice's Tea Party – Peel-Back Slimline Card Set

Designed by ~ Nancy Wethington
Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 ea Alice's Tea Party 8x8 Paper Pad
(4502358)
1 pk Alice's Tea Party Ephemera Assortment
(4502364)
1 pk Shades of Pink Flower Assortment
(4502341)
1 pk G45 Staples Ornate Metal Keys
(4500545)
1 pk 3½” x 8½” Slimline Cards & Env.
(ADP3585-6.119G45)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

— Peel-Back Slimline Card Set —

Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder, stylus &
mat, various adhesives, foam adhesive, Opt: ¼” corner rounder;
ivory paint with small brush, score board with diagonal score

Notes:

• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• Optional: Distress paper edges with ink before adhering.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the
remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

Directions:
Card #1: Alice’s Tea Party B-side, Fantasy, Fanciful B-side & Enchanting
1. Cut a piece of Alice’s Tea Party B-side to 8” x 3¼”. Adhere to
the card front. Bend the lower right corner up towards the top
of the card and glue only at the corner. Do not crease.
2. From Enchanting, cut a 3” square then cut the square
diagonally from upper right corner to lower left corner to create
a triangle. Add the triangle to the triangle on the card front.
3. Using Fantasy, cut a horizontal row of flowers keeping the
pink and the blue borders. Cut the width to 5¼”.Adhere to the
center front of the card.
4. Choose one large flower and three small flowers, each with at least two layers. Add pop-ups to the back of each
layer. Adhere the flowers and greenery as shown in the photo. Add two more small flowers with a bit of greenery as
shown on the front of the card.
5. From the Ephemera locate the mushroom with the tea set.
Cut off the scrolled edge on both the top and bottom. Pop up to
the center of the blue check. Place a small flower and leaf in the
upper left corner.
6. Cut a piece of Fanciful B-side to 8” x 3¼”. Adhere to the inside
center. From the Ephemera locate the “You Are My Cup Of Tea”
scroll and adhere to the inside left of the card. Add a large daisy
with turned up petals and pop up a yellow center. Add a few green
leaves behind the daisy and a small butterfly just touching the
rose on the “You are my cup of tea”.
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Card #2: Enchanting B-side leftover from Card #1; Precocious
B-side; a new piece of Fantasy B-side.
1. Cut a piece of Precocious B-side to 8” x 3¼”. Center & adhere
to the front of the card. Bend the lower right corner up as in Card
#1.
2. With the diagonal cut of Enchanting left over from card #1,
adhere the B-side to the front triangle. Add two layered flowers
to the top.
3. From the Ephemera Assortment, locate the rabbit and two
tickets. Double pop the rabbit in the center with one ticket popped
up on each side. Adhere one of the metal keys to the rabbit’s vest.
4. Cut a piece of Enchanting B-side to 8” x 3¼” and adhere to the
inside card center. From the Ephemera, locate the tea pot and the
clock. Pop up the tea pot to the clock center and then adhere the
clock to the inside right of the card.
5. Using Fantasy B-side and the large tag template, trace and cut
a horizontal tag. Adhere the tag just barely underneath the clock.
Card #3: Brilliant A & B-sides; Fanciful B-side
1. Cut Brilliant to 8” x 3¼”. Adhere and fold as in Card #1.
2. From Fanciful B-side cut a 3” x 3” square. Make a diagonal cut
and adhere to the triangle.
3. Use three large flowers and three medium flowers and curl up
the petals. Using pop dots, stack two flowers together and adhere
a yellow center. Use one medium daisy pop up heart in the center.
Adhere 2 large and one medium flower to the card front.
4. On the card front, add the stacked tea cups and the rabbit with
a horn, double popped. Adhere one of the small ornate metal keys
between the tea cups and the banner.
5. On the inside of the card, add a piece of Brilliant B-side cut 8”
x 3¼” to the center of the card. Add a medium stacked flower to
the inside lower right corner. Cut a piece of Fanciful B-side 3” x
3” and add it to the center. From the Ephemera, add the square
king holding the teapot on the pillow.

You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps using other paper from the collection!
• Find details on the G45 YouTube channel •
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